Golf Joint Advisory Committee Meeting
Wednesday, August 14th, 4:00 pm at Bella Vista Boardroom
Attending: Jim Abrahamson, Dean Collins, Jerre Barron, Mark Diehl, Keith Ihms, Tom Judson, Jason Loyd,
Darryl Muldoon, Steve McKee, Gary Mertz, Susan Nuttall, Gavin Smith, Phil Spencer, Mary Riordan, David
Whelchel
Guest: Chuck Wipf, Crafton Tull Engineer
Absent: Mary Sinkus
Meeting Notes
The meeting was called to order at 4:00 pm.
Approval of meeting minutes from the July meeting. GaryMertz made the motion to approve. Seconded by
Mary Riorden. Motion was approved unanimously.
Changes at Brittany (Appendix 1)
Mary reviewed the Proposal for Changes at Brittany Golf Course. These were voted on by the Golf
Committee at our special meeting on August 8th. This proposal outlines a new configuration for Gold
Tees and a configuration for a 9 Hole Course.
Keith Ihms indicated the changes would be made by the end of August.
Capital Expenditure Recommendations (Committee Packet Page 2)
There was a short discussion suggesting that new grass be given a higher priority as this may benefit
more golfers that the tee box proposals. No amendment was offered.
Dean Collins moved that the Capital Expenditure Recommendation be approved. Mark Diehl seconded
the motion. The motion passed unanimously.
Berksdale Bridge (Committee Packet Page 7-17)
Crafton Tull was contacted by the POA to provide an estimate of the cost to repair, replace the bridge
with a heavy duty bridge or replace it with a ‘cart only’ bridge. An estimate was also provided to
remove the bridge.
Chuck Wiff, an engineer from Crafton Tull was in attendance.
Jason suggested that we consider designing a 6 hole course or redesigning a 9 hole course in a
configuration that uses the existing bridge on Hole #2. Gavin Smith noted safety concern about travelin
back to the clubhouse against the flow of traffic.
Chuck was asked about the feasibility of the Repair option.
● This option replaces only the damaged spans
● The existing, undamaged pilings would not be replaced
● The bridge would still be susceptible to gathering debris and it is likely that, at some
point, a similar problem would develop.
Chuck was asked what his recommendation would be
● Recommends replacement
○ The current bridge catches debris
○ The new bridge would be the arch style that has worked well at Kingswood #11 and
Country Club #2.

○ The bridge is designed to be longer than the span so there will be some protection on the
banks using riff raff and other materials.
○ The new bridge would raise the clearance some.
Member Comments and Questions:
Q: What didn’t we get 3 bids?
A: Tom Judson. We are at the estimate phase. Crafton Tull has worked on our bridge projects in the
past and have a good history of providing accurate estimates - usually +/- 10%. The estimates are based
on similar projects at Kingswood #11 and Country Club #2. When we move to the next steps, first there
is a design phase, then the permitting/construction phase. We would seek 3 bids for this portion of the
project.
Q: What is the Timeframe for replacement?
A: About 18 months. Much of this time is spent on permitting.
Q: Is emergency access required?
A: The requirement for full emergency access is no longer in effect.
Q: If we build the cart only option, what access would we lose?
A: Emergency vehicles and most maintenance equipment would need to access the land by another
route. This is one way traffic with carts so we would need to consider how to manage the traffic.
Q: What is the next bridge that will catch the debris?
A: Debris is likely to continue to be an issue on the #8 Bridge
Comment: Repair does not appear to be feasible. Berksdale has a nice layout. The people that play it,
love it.
Comment: Several years ago, as part of the results of the Hydrology study, we were told we would close
the course in case of a flood. No matter what we do with the land, we will need a bridge.
Comment: Even if we turn the land into a park, we will need a strong bridge.
Comment: We could replace the bridge and use it as a 27 hole complex.
Comment: Top Golf is coming to Rogers. This will encourage more people to play golf. We will need
somewhere for them to play.
Q: Does the decision on the bridge impact the possible assessment vote?
A: No
Q: Can we reuse any of our existing bridges?
A: No - the spans are not the correct size.
Committee Member Susan Nuttall outlined the following topics
Current State of Golf
● Over time we have experienced about a 5% drop in rounds per year for the past 9 years.
This is the same trend we are experiencing this year.

● Berksdale Rounds are down about 40% since it became a 9 hole course. On track for
10,00 rounds this year - less than half of what would be considered a reasonable standard.
● In an expert study in 2018, we were informed that 4 Golf Courses are required for our
current business, 5 is a luxury. Closing Berksdale gives us 5 18-hole courses.
● Prior to becoming a 9 hole course, Berksdale was one of the most popular courses.
What is the impact of permanently closing Berksdale?
● Overall, closing Berksdale will have minimal impact on total rounds and revenue. In the
worst case of a 50% transfer, we would lose $112K in revenue.
● Makes it much more challenging to schedule Men’s and Women’s 9 Hole Groups.
○ There will be some loss if these groups are moved primarily to Brittany
○ Price to play is 40% less
○ Total of ~125 rounds per week in the season at risk.
● Save approximately $113K in maintenance cost to maintain as green space
What is the impact of keeping Berksdale open?
● Probable impact on overall rounds and revenue will be small
● Price to maintain as a golf course without Revenue
● Replace Bridge: 18 month closure $297K*1.5=$445K
● Repair Bridge: 9 month closure $297*.75= $223K
● Price of Bridge replacement
● Heavy Duty $621K
● Cart Only $501K
● Repair current $282K
○ Remove Bridge $75,600 less savings of $112K per year
● If we decide to spend the money to build a bridge, we also need to consider the costs of
projects that will need to be undertaken including:
○ Cart Path Repair
○ Repair/maintenance/replacement of Irrigation System
○ Updates to Bunkers/tees/grass to keep standard with other courses
What are the continued risks?
● Bridge between 1 & 2 is compromised and would take $500K to replace (similar to cart
only bridge)
● Irrigation system fails
● A major rain event impacts remaining holes
● Golfers stop playing golf instead of playing at other courses impacting Revenue or
Rounds
● (Good Risk) New golfers discover Berksdale and it generates more revenue/rounds than
current trends indicate
What is the opportunity cost?
● In our Capital Projects request, we quickly identified about $400K for each golf course
that is needed
○ New Grass, Gold Tee Boxes, level/enlarge White & Red Tee Boxes, maintain cart
paths
○ Would the money spent on Berksdale be better spent on updating one of our
other courses
● Are other amenities underfunded?
○ Kayak ramps, update at Kingsdale Pool, playground equipment at Riordan

Facts and Figures (all available on the POA website)
Statistics reports

Golf Rounds Report
(There are minor differences in the Rounds Report and Statistics Report)

Golf Rounds YTD through June 2017-2019 (Rounds Report)

Golf Financials (EBITA) - excluding capital projects of ~$5M in past 5 years
(negative EBITA is the amount paid by Assessments)
Operations=Revenue less Pro Shop, Cart and other expenses

Next Steps
● Darryl will investigate establishing a 9 or 6 hole course and report to the committee in the September
meeting.
● Additional feedback is collected at the email bridgeinput@bvvpoa.com
Announcements
● The next meeting will be Wednesday, September 11th 1t 4:00 pm in th Country Club Board Room
The meeting was adjourned at 5:10 pm.

Appendix 1
Course Changes for Brittany Proposal - Update #2
Gold Tee and # Par Course tee locations
August 1, 2019
From: Mary Riorden, Dean Collins, Susan Nuttall
cc: Keith Ihms, Scott Hanson, Paul Gomez

The Brittany Subcommittee is recommending the following changes be made to the course in
order to achieve two objectives: (1) placement of Gold tees and (2) creating a 3 Par course
option for Brittany.
The Gold Tees will be marked by a marker (if available) or will play from the red tee markers on
#1, #3, #6, #9. Markers will be installed on #2, #4, #5, #7, #8. The cart path will have the
painted indicator on them.
Par 3 Tees will be marked with a teal colored marker near the hitting area. A teal rectangle will
be painted on the cart path in line with the tee area.
Gold Tees:
Hole #1: No change, place marker near the center of the forward tee box.
Hole #2: Gold marker will be placed in the center of the fairway near the 200 yard marker.
Hole #3: The Gold tee marker will be placed at the front of the red tee box.
Hole #4: The Gold tee marker will be placed on the right side of the cart path at 80 yards.
Hole #5: Place the gold tees markers at the front of the current Red tee box, move the Red tees
to the middle/back of the box and use this as a 5 par. Update the score cards. Men will continue
to play this hole as a 4 par.
Hole #6: The Gold tee players will play from the red tee markers. Place marker near the front of
the tee box.
Hole #7: Gold tee marker would be placed at 185 yards in the left side of the fairway. It is
recommended that maintenance level a small section of this fairway to facilitate the tee box area.
The red markers should be moved in front of the white tee markers as the red tees are partially
blocked by overhanging tree branches. It would add approximately 20 yards to the distance but
enable those players to hit on the right side of the extremely sloping fairway. Tee box will be
mowed accordingly
Hole #8: Gold tee marker would be placed at 220 yards close to the cart path. Extend mowing to
shorten this grass to ‘fairway’ length.
Hole #9: The Gold tee marker should be placed at the front of the red tee box.
Brittany Par 3 Course:
The color for the Par 3 course is Teal. The markers will be flat markers (similar to paver stones)
painted teal. There will also be a teal rectangle painted on the cart path in line with the marker.

Hole #1: Place marker near the center of the forward tee box.
Hole #2: Marker should be placed in the middle of the fairway at 110 yards.
Hole #3: Place marker within a few yards of the forward tee box.
Hole #4: Place marker from the same recommended area as the Gold tee marker (80 yds out).
Hole #5: Place marker at 95 yards out on the right side of the fairway. Adjust mowing pattern to
mow the area to ‘fairway’ height.
Hole #6: Place marker near the front of the forward tee box.
Hole #7: Place marker at 115 yards on the right side of the fairway. Adjust mowing pattern to
mow the area at ‘fairway’ height.
Hole #8: Place marker at 100 yards in the rough on the right side of the fairway. Adjust mowing
pattern to mow the area at ‘fairway’ height.
Hole #9: Place marker near the front of the forward tee box.
These changes need to be approved and put into place as soon as possible in order for us to start
tracking increases in the use of the course. New score cards need to be printed. It will require
the installation of the pavers in the ground to mark both gold tees and par 3 tee boxes. These
objectives should not cost very much as we can just recycle the old tee markers from Berksdale.
Next steps:
1. Input from Golf Operations, Golf Maintenance and POA Management - done
a. Scott to adjust mowing patterns so committee can review results
2. Vote by the Golf Committee
3. If needed, recommendation to the POA Board
4. Maintenance to locate tee markers (with subcommittee involvement)

